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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to establish a condition for boundary 
regularity for weak solutions of equations of the form 
div A@, I, U, VU) + B(x, t, u, VU) = u,. (1) 
where A and B are, respectively, vector and scalar valued Baire functions 
defined in I2 x R’ x R”. Here B is an open subset of R”+ ‘. Points of F?“+ ’ 
are denoted by (x, t) with x E ip” and c E I?. The symbols V and div denote 
gradient and divergence taken with respect to the x variable. The functions A 
and B are assumed to satisfy the following structural conditions: 
A(x,t,u,w)~a,Iwl+a,(.u,t)lul+az(x,t), 
B(x, t, u, w),<b,Iw12 +b,(x, t))w + b,(x, I) IuI + b,(x, t), (2) 
~v~A(~,t,u,~~~)~~~~~~~-c,(x,t)~~/~-c~(~,t). 
Here, a,, 6,, and c, are constants with a, > 0, 6, > 0, and c, > 0. The results 
of this paper are valid if the remaining coefficients are assumed to be 
nonnegative measurable functions which belong to appropriate Lebesgue 
classes in 0, but to minimize technical detail, we will assume that these coef- 
ficients are bounded, i.e., 
a,@, f) < K, bi(x, t) < KY Ci(X, t)< K (3) 
for some nonnegative constant K. Our main result for boundary regularity 
for weak solutions of (1) is expressed in terms of thermal capacity which is 
defmed, in analogy with classical Newtonian capacity, by setting 
Cap.(K) = sup(j@“+‘):~ E M(K), E *p < I} (4) 
whenever K c R”+ ’ is compact. Here M(K) is the set of all nonnegative 
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Radon measures supported in K, E is the fundamental solution of the heat 
operator a/at -A, and * denotes convolution in I?“+ ‘. Over the years a 
number of “parabolic” capacities have been introduced for the purpose of 
describing removable sets for parabolic equations, a topic that is very closely 
related to the regularity of solutions at the boundary; see [ 1, 7, lo]. It 
recently was shown in [9] that a compact set K c IR”+ ’ is removable for 
bounded solutions of (1) if, and only if, Cap,(K) = 0. Moreover, in [5], it 
was shown that a Wiener type condition involving thermal capacity serves to 
characterize the regular boundary points for solutions of the Dirichlet 
problem for the heat equation. 
Under various assumptions on the structure (2), interior local Holder 
continuity of weak solutions of (1) has been established by several authors: 
[2, 12, 13, 201. Except for [23], results in the literature concerning continuity 
at the boundary have been limited to linear equations: [6, 14-16, 18, 191. 
The results in [23] are expressed in terms of a capacity r (see (21) below). 
The condition that we give here for boundary regularity has the same form 
as that given in [ 23 ] with r replaced by Cap,. We will show that there are 
sets F for which T(F) = 0 while Cap,(F) > 0. Thus the boundary regularity 
results of this paper offer a substantial improvement over those of [23]. 
Finally, we will consider capacities introduced in [ 1, 71 and show that the 
class of sets of thermal capacity zero is properly contained in the class of 
sets having zero capacity in the sense of [ 1. 71. We thus establish a 
hierarchical order for the various parabolic capacities that have appeared in 
the literature. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We denote points in IR”+’ generally by z = (x, t), where x = 
(x , ,..., x,) E I?“. For A c I?“+’ we let A, = (x: (x, t) E A }. We denote by H, 
k-dimensional Hausdorff measure. The Sobolev space of real valued 
functions on an open set R c IR” whose distribution first partial derivatives 
belong to L,(R) (L,,,,,(n)) is denoted by l+‘:(0) (I#‘~,,,&?)). The closure in 
w:(Q) of C?(n) is denoted by N’&,(0). 
A function u E w&(J2) is said to be a weak solution (subsolution, 
supersolution) of (1) in R if 
! (qh, + A(x, t, u, Vu) . V# - B(x, t, u, Vu)$) dx dt = 0 (a 3) (5) a 
whenever 4 E W:&2) and 4 is bounded and nonnegative. 
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If u E GVi.,,,(D). z0 E &‘. and 1 E k. we say that 
n,eaklJ, (6) 
if. for every k > I, there is an r > 0 such that 
whenever tl E Cr(B(z,, r)). Here B(z,, r) denotes the open ball in R”+’ with 
center z,, and radius r. The condition 
is defined analogously and we say that u(zO) = I weak/v if both conditions 
are satisfied. 
We will follow the usual practice of letting the letter C denote a constant 
which may change from line to line. 
3. REGULARITY AT THE BOUNDARY 
Let z,, = (x0, t,) and a > 0. For r > 0 define the cyclinders 
R,(r) = B(x,, r) x (to - iar’, t, + Sar’), 
where B(x,, r) is the open ball in I?” with center x0 and radius r. Note that 
R,(r/2) is contained in the upper half of R,(r). Let R,(r/2) denote the 
reflection of R,(r/2) in the plane t = t, - iar’. 
3.1 THEOREM. Let z0 = (x0, to) E al2 and suppose that 
J Cap,@;(r)-f2) dr 
!. Cap T@;(r)) YE co 
for some a > 0. (7) 
If u E W:,,,,(Q) is a bounded weak solution of (1) in f2 and u(zO) = 1 weakly 
then 
This is the regularity result of [23] with rreplaced by Cap,. As in (231 it 
sufftces to prove the following statement: 
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THEOREM. If (7) holds at z0 E aR and u E W~&LI) is a subsolution of 
(1) in f2 that is bounded above with u(z,,) < I weakly then 
lim U(Z) < 1. 
*‘LO 
:ER 
- 
Here, and in what follows, hm denotes essential limit superior. Similarly 
sup denotes essential supremum, etc. 
Proof: Let u E IV&,(f2) b e a subsolution of (1) in R that is bounded 
above with u(z,) < I weakly. Let 
7 
hm u(z) 
z-20 
ZER 
and suppose that A > 1. We will show that the integral in (7) is finite for all 
a > 0. 
Fix k E (I, A) and set 
w=(u-k)’ on R 
=o otherwise. 
Fix a > 0 and let r,, E (0, 1) be such that VW E I#‘~.@) whenever 
rl E GV,(r,)). Let 
and let 
p(r) = sup{ w(z): z E R,(r)}, 
f(n,)=$ ($-w) -$ (fp). 
where b > 0. Then 
f’(w) = -nJeb”‘, 
f”(w) = -ebw’( 1 + bw). Q-9 
+(p’ - w2) <f(w) <pebu(p - w) for 0 Q u’ < p. 
Fix t, = t, - (19/32) ari and let [ be a smooth function such that 0 < C < 1 
and Qx, t) = 0 whenever t < t, . Let r E (0, rO) and let q be a smooth 
nonnegative function of x with 0 < q < 1 and support contained in B(x,, r). 
Denoting the heat operator by H = a/at-A, we have, for almost every 
t2 E (t, , to - M), 
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1-l’ 1. (HC)(nf(w)) dx dt 
-I, . 
= 1’ [nj-(w)(x, t2) dx + 1-l’ 
‘I, . 
1. V[ . V(rlf(w)) dx dt 
(9) 
We estimate the last term above using (5); since f’(w) = -web”‘. it follows 
from (5) as in [9, 3.11 that, for almost every tz E (t,, t, - $ or:), 
-j’*’ 
‘I, . 
)‘(&)(f(w)),dxdt - j-” (‘A(x, t, u, VU). V(rjQ-‘(w))dxdt 
-II . 
< -I 
.t: 
.I, . 
) B(x, t, u, Vu) &f’(w) dx dt. 
Suppressing the arguments of A and B this can be written as 
-I 
.I2 
1 (IrO(f(w)),dxdt- 1 
.t2 
-I, . .I, . 1 M)f”(wP . VW dxdt 
- 1 
.t2 
-t[ . 
1 f’(w)4 . V(n[) dx df < -I-‘? 1‘ B&f’(w) dx dr. 
-,, . 
From (2), assuming that b, > 0, we see that on {z: w(z) > 0). 
(~Isa,Iv~l+a,, 
IBlS6,1V~12+6,, 
A . vu>c,Ivul* -s,, 
where 5,) &,, &, , and C, are nonnegative constants with b, > 0. Using these 
inequalities and (8) we have 
-1 
.t2 
-I, . 
( (&)(f(w)),dxdt+ l’12[e’“.(l +bw)[c,IVwJ’--F,]qcdxdr 
‘I, . 
$j.r,~webw[a,/Vw~+a,]IV(~I)~dxdr 
(1 . 
+ f2 (‘webw[~,IVwlZ+b,])16dxdr. 
-I, . 
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Now set b = &,/c,, and rearrange to obtain 
- 1.” 1. (q<)(f(w)), dx d& + 1” 
-,, . L’f, 
[ c,,eb”(&) ) VwJ* dx dt 
< /(’ 
-F, - 
1. c, (aC;> ebw{ 1 t bw) dx dr t jl” 1 a, WC?” 1 Vwl (V(qQj dx dt 
, 
+ iml’ j’ II, w?“” ( V(q[)[ dx dt +j:’ ( b, I&N?“’ d.u dt. (10) 
-I, . 1 - 
Clearly, the sum of the first and fourth terms on the right hand side above 
is dominated by C(t, - r,> rn. Note also that 
Fixing E > 0 and using Young’s inequality we have, 
Thus, from (lo), we obtain 
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We now turn our attention back to (9) and observe that 
and 
Combining these inequalities we 
.‘,, _/ 
obtain from (9), 
< C, 1’ [‘(x, t2) dx + f’* 1‘ / V[l’ dx dr ] 
-I, - 
+( 
-1: 
-I, . 
) ~-~~)~~V~J*dxdf+(‘~~~-w)*(x,~~)d-~ 
+ 1 
.f? 
1 (1 + lVvl)dxdf . -t, . I 
We now make a more specific choice for 9. Let 1 < r, < r2 < 413 and let i/ 
be such that 
and 
It then follows from the proof of Theorem 4.2 in 1231 that the essential 
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supremum over I, E (t,, t, + (5/16) ari) of the sum of terms in the last 
bracket in (11) is bounded above by 
where a is a constant. 
With q fixed as above we will now estimate the remaining integrals in (11) 
in terms of Cap,(R;(r,/2) - 0). Let K = R;(r,/2) -Q, let u denote the 
equilibrium measure for K, and let c= E * v be the corresponding 
equilibrium potential (see [ 141). Let p: R”+’ --$ R be a smooth nonnegative 
function with compact support such that 
For 6 > 0 let 
Pa(Z) =&P (J for z E R”+‘. 
Let vg = ps * v and set & = E * v8. Note that 
(12) 
whenever t, > t,. Since q = 1 on a neighborhood of K. we have, for 
sufficiently small 6 > 0, 
ft2 I’ W,)W(w)) dx dt -I, ” 
2 + J-L* I’ (Wa)(rlCu - w)) dx dt ‘I’ - 
= $ Cap JK) - $f2 J’ (HC,)(qw) dx dr. 
II 
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Recalling that ,D > A - k > 0. we note that, if e is chosen in (1 I) so that 
C, = $(A - k)‘, then we can infer from (11) and the estimates above that 
(13) 
whenever 6 is sufficiently small. 
We next show that 
!$ I 
.f,+(5,‘16k+, 
1 (H[,)(~w) dx dt = 0. 
. II 
(14) 
Fix w E C;(0), and observe that, because spt 11 c I?“+’ - R, 
I 
.1,+~5/16)nrf . 
‘tl 
( (H[&w) dx dt = ).f’+‘5i10’Qr8 1’ (H[,)(qw - ty) dx dt 
. II 
for sufftciently small 6. Now, letting g = 171.~ - w, we have 
1 
.I2 . 
1 
-I, _ 
(H&k dx dt = 1. Cs g(x, t2) dx + I-” 1‘ V[, . Vg dx dr 
‘I, . 
.I> 
-jt 
I 
_) Lgtdxdt 
for almost every t, E (t,, t, + (5/16) ari). Using Holder’s inequality and (12) 
we have 
(15) 
< C[Cap,(K)]“’ . g’(x, t’) dx + 1” [ (IVg/’ + (g,(‘) dxdt “’ 
t1 . I 
Since, for almost every t, E (t,, t, + (5/16) ari), the intimum of the right 
hand side of (15) over all w E C:(a) is zero, it follows that 
for almost every t, E (t,, t, + (5/16) ari). Thus (14) follows. Recalling (13). 
we have shown that 
(A - kj2 Cap,(K) < CW,) -lu(ro/2) + ar,l G. (16) 
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Noting that Cap,@ ;(r,/2)) = 0-g) we have from (16), 
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and, since 
the proof is complete. 
4. PARABOLIC CAPACITIES 
In this section we will compare various capacities that have been used in 
the study of parabolic equations. 
It is well known that Newtonian capacity, defined by 
Y(A)=inf/ )Vul’dx, 
. IRn 
where the infimum is taken over all u E W:(iR”) such that 
A c int{x: u(x) > 1 }, is the appropriate capacity to employ in order to 
describe the pointwise behavior of functions in W#?“); see [3,8] for more 
general information. Existence theory for parabolic equations often leads to 
solutions in the space I-“(a), which is given by 
v’(q = {u: u, vu E qq, IIu(-, q*:n, E L,(R)}. 
For A c IR”+ ‘, we define 
T(A) = inf 
I . 
s;p 1 u*(x, t) dx + Jl] Vu I2 dx dt 
where supI denotes the essential supremum over t and the infimum is taken 
over all u E V’(lR”+‘) with compact support such that A c int( (z: U(Z) > 1). 
In [23] it was shown that the pointwise behavior of functions in V2(lRnf1) 
can be descrived in terms of r. We will show here that I- is strictly weaker 
that Cap, and thus that Theorem 3.1 improves the corresponding boundary 
regularity result in [23]. In saying that r is strictly weaker that Cap, are all 
null sets of r and furthermore that there are sets A for which r(A) = 0 while 
Cap,(A) > 0. 
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For any compact set KC F?“* ‘, it follows immediately from the reasoning 
used to establish (12) that 
Cap,(K) > $(K). 
In order to show that Z is strictly weaker than Cap, we will need the 
following 
4.1 LEMMA. Let KcIR”~’ be a compact set such that H,(K,) = 0 for 
euery f E R, and H,(x(K)) = 0, where r R”+’ + R is defined by x(x, t) = t. 
Then T(K) = 0. 
Proof: Let E > 0. Given t E z(K), let $ E CT(lF”) with O<@< 1. 
K, c int{x: $(x) = 1 }, and H,(spt 4) < E. Since K is compact there is an open 
interval I containing t such that, for any s E Z, we have K, c int (x: #(x) = 1 }. 
Since r(K) is compact and H,(r(K)) = 0, there is a finite disjoint collection 
I,, 12 ,..., I, of such open intervals and associated functions d, , $z ,..., qk such 
that X(K) c UJ=, Zj. Let 
M= max ,<j<k.(JV@j12 dx ,-. 
and let aE C;(R) be such that O<cc,< 1, ~(K)c int(t: o(t)= l}, and 
H,(spt a) < s/M. Then the smooth function defined by 
u(x, f, = a(r) 4j(t) for tEZ,, l<j<k, 
u(x, t) = 0 for t E Ip - (J Ii 
i=l 
has compact support and K c int(z: U(Z) = 1 }. Furthermore 
and 
sup 
I . 
1. u’(x, t) d-v < E 
I’j’lVulZdxdt~M~az(t)dt<e. 
._ 
Thus Z’(K) = 0. 
Following Kril [ 111, we denote by H parallelepipeds of the form K x I, 
where K is a cube in R” of side-length r(H) and I is an interval of length 
r(H)‘. For a > 0 define a measure ,P on R”+’ by 
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where the infimum is taken over all sequence (Hi} of parallelepipeds such 
that E c U,?, Hj and r(Hj) < E for each j. It follows from [ 111 that 
Cap,(E) > 0 if, for some p > 0, p”+‘(E) > 0. It is an elementary exercise to 
exhibit compact Cantor sets K, c R” and K, c IF? such that H,(K,) =O. 
H,(K, = 0, and ,untD(K, x K,) > 0 for some p > 0. It follows from 
Lemma 4.1 that T(K, x K,) = 0 and thus that r is strictly weaker than 
thermal capacity. 
We will now consider the capacities that were introduced in [ 1, 71 for the 
purpose of describing removables sets for parabolic equations. 
For compact K c R”, let U(K) denote the class of smooth functions # 
such that O,<@< 1 on R”+‘, d= 1 on a neighborhood of K, and d vanishes 
whenever x is outside of some fixed ball in R”. 
Forpa 1 and q>/ 1, let 
(17) 
where I is an open interval such that Kc R” x I and the inlimum is taken 
over all d E U(K). This definition was given in [7]. The capacity defined in 
[ 1 ] differs only in that I$,] is replaced by #,- = max(O, -#,). The latter 
capacity we denote by A,,,. The particular choices of the fixed ball in the 
definition of U(K) and the interval I in (17) are immaterial since we are 
concerned here only with the null sets of these capacities. In particular, we 
will show that I,,, and A,,, have the same null sets and that thermal 
capacity is strictly weaker than either Z2,* or A,.?. 
LEMMA. If p 2 2, q > 2, and Zp,JK) = 0 hen H,(p(K)) = 0, where 
p: IFin+’ --t R is defined by p(x, f) = x. 
Prooj Observe that, if p > 2, q > 2, and Ip.q(K) = 0, then there is a 
sequence {dj} in U(K) such that 
dxdt=O 
and 
lim #j(z) = 0 
j-00 
for almost every z E R” X I. 
From this it follows immediately that H,(p(K)) = 0. 
We will now exhibit a compact set K c R2+’ such that Cap,(K) = 0 and 
I,,,(K) > 0. To this end we recall that Peano’s classical construction gives a 
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curve L’: [0, I] + RZ such that v( (0, I J) contains the unit cube in IF’ and for 
some C > 0. 
/ v(t) - c(s)\ < c 1 I - s/ L/z whenever t, s E [O, 11. (18) 
Let w(t) = (u(t), t) for I E [0, l] and let K = w([O, 11). Clearly H,( p(K)) > 0 
and hence, by Lemma 4.2, I&K) > 0. To show that Cap,(K) = 0, it s&ices 
to show that, if p is a nonnegative Radon measure with support in K such 
that E * ,u < I, then p = 0. Let p be such a measure. There is a constant C 
such that 
whenever (x. t) E IRR + ‘. Define a measure v on ip by letting v(B) = 
~(lr-‘@I)), and observe that 
and, hence, by (18), 
fr (t - s) - ’ dv(s) < c 
.” 
for all t E [0, I]. It is easily seen that this can hold only if v E 0 and hence 
only if p = 0. Thus Cap,(K) = 0. 
It is obvious that A,,, < I,,,. Suppose now that K is a compact set in 
(Fin+’ with AZ,,(K) = 0. Then there is a sequence {@j} in U(K) such that 
lim I‘ 1. [iV#ji'+ (s)j]dxdt=O. 
i-m .~.IR” 
(19) 
zaits implies that limj,, #j(z) = 0 f or almost every z E Ip” x I and hence 
dx dt = 0. (20) 
Thus I,,,(K) = 0. Now, as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, let v denote the 
equilibrium measure for K with corresponding potential [= E * v. For 6 > 0 
let vg denote the smoothing of v. Let {dj} be a sequence of positive real 
numbers such that Sj 1 0, 
spt Vb; c {z: @j(z) = 1 } 
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forj = 1, 2,..., and let [, = E * vsj. Then 
Cap,(K) = 11 q4j (2 - Vi’) dx dt. 
Since 0 < cj < 1 and 
1.1.1 VCjlz dx dt < Cap,(K) < co, 
. . 
(21) 
(22) 
it follows from (19) and (20) that 
and 
lim 1.1. q%i ACj dx dr = - lim 1.1 Vq5j . VCj dx dt = 0. 
ha2 I_ i-co __ 
Thus Cap,(K) = 0. 
Summarizing; we have show that 
1. r is strictly weaker that Cap,. 
2. A,., and I,,, have the same null sets. 
3. Cap, is weaker than either I,., or AZ,* and strictly weaker in case 
n = 2. 
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